Brexit Learning Solutions

Brexit Learning Solutions
Why?

Economic operators are
uncertain as to the potential
impact on their supply chain

Economic operators understand
that there is a necessity to adjust
very fast to new developments

Uncertainty

Adjust

Complexity

Improve

Economic operators struggle to
be compliant due to the
complexity of regulation and
cross-border trade processes

E-learnings will create an overall
increase of technical awareness
and proficiency and will improve
the core business performance

Existing trainings are often too generic or too specific and not sufficient
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Brexit Learning Solutions
Why?

Pro-active preparation for Brexit impact
instead of fire-fighting
Increased knowledge and performance

Increased quality control

Reduced number of errors and reduction in
fines and issues with the authorities

Modern, efficient
investment in your
company’s most
valuable asset:

its people

Training to support AEO application
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Brexit Learning Solutions
How?

Technology and design: Each part of the e-learnings,
including videos and other supporting materials, are made
by learning solutions experts to create an engaging
learning experience and an enjoyable and efficient learning
journey. Our design team created a state-of-the-art,
aesthetically pleasing visual and navigation experience.

Platform:
The e-learnings will be hosted
on the Deloitte online Learning
Platform, accessible any time
you have half an hour to learn

Interactive: The e-learnings comprises videos,
interactive graphs, animations and smart quizzes.

Tax & Legal Learning Hub
Learning today, leading tomorrow

Customs

& Global Trade
Content updates:
content added based on recent
developments and your needs.

Tax & Legal Learning Solutions:
The online Learning Platform is part of Deloitte Belgium’s tax &
legal learning solutions package.
Find out more
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Brexit Learning Solutions
Content?

Economic operators active on

the global market

Economic operators active on

the EU - UK market

Understand the required changes

Understand customs formalities

• For your compliance management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• For your customs activities
(import, export, special procedures, etc.)
• For your trade preference opportunities
• For your supply chain security i.e. minimizing
delays and uncertainty
• For your IT systems

Deloitte Global Trade Advisory specialists, comprising
a vast network of experts, who are on the edge of
trends in customs and trade, and are in daily contact
with customs authorities and the industry, created a
clear, verified learning program comprising points of
law, best in class processes and IT solutions support
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First priority actions required from your organisation
Customs declaration and other customs paper-work
Possible ways of filing a declaration
How to select and manage customs brokers
Impact of customs activities on your supply chain
Consequences of non-compliance
Fundamentals of Export Control

Understand the three pillars of customs
• The concept of origin (including preferential origin claims)
• The concept of valuation (EU and UK perspective and best practices)
• The concept of classification (how to perform and where to start)
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